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This compact guide spans Long Island from Jamaica Bay Wildlife Refuge to Montauk State Park. It

provides the reader with many short nature walks, and includes a detailed map for each site,

informal notes on geology, vegetation, and wildlife, etc.' --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.
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Explore the natural beauty of Long Island - from Jamaica Bay Wildlife Refuge in the west to

Montauk Point on the eastern tip. At any season of the year you'll enjoy these fifty-three leisurely

walks, which take you past glorious Atlantic and North Shore beaches, quaint historic towns,

freshwater creeks and salt marshes, woodland preserves, and former estates.Inside this guide you'll

find: a detailed map for each walk; clear directions for locating and following each trail; informal

notes on geology, vegetation, and wildlife; suggestions on what to wear and what to bring;

information on park hours, admission charges, and facilities. (5 X 7, 208 pages, b&w photos, maps)

--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Rodney and Priscilla Albright do their daily walks from different locations throughout the year: the

Bay of Fundy; the White Mountains; and Florida or the Southwest. Robert L. Wendt has been an

active walker and outdoorsman in the New York area for many years. Active in the Appalachian

Mountain Club and in mapping Long Island trails, he brings broad experience in the field to the



revision of this book. He lives in Woodbury, New York. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

The book was easy to follow and included maps. It covered some of the more enjoyable places to

walk on Long Island.

Nice little book with info on different spots to take nature walks. Some I've heard of, some that are

new to me. Contains good details on directions, admission prices, maps of the parks/preserves etc.,

and the compact size makes it easy to take along so it can be referred to.

There are so many lovely walks throughout LI that I never new existed. I like to try new ones and

write the date of my walks in this book. No only does the author tell when to walk, but he gives good

descriptions of what to look for on those walks. A small field guide, it is easy to carry while walking.

Short walks are the perfect plan for a quickie walk every weekend! We've lived on the island for 20

years and this book reminded us of some places we haven't been to in a while, and made us look at

some places we've missed

I used a friend's earlier edition and thought it essential. Unfortunately when I opened this book fully I

cracked the binding and now some pages are loose.

the content of this book is ok but book falls apart!!! pages are glued together and falls apart after

day 1.

I like the idea of this book, and it pointed me to interesting places I hadn't been. I've used it primarily

in Montauk, plus a little bit elsewhere. I find the road directions lacking and the trail guides quite

spotty.

Not only was the information detailed, but the additional drawings of the paths and the excursion

suggestions were exactly what I'd hoped for, maybe even better. I cannot wait to have this book with

me the next time I am in New York City, too. I wasted too much time last time trying to figure the

things out this author managed to map out for me in this very well done guidebook.
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